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TABLET TRAINING BUILDS CONNECTION AND CONFIDENCE

Two groups of seniors participating in the Sunset Tech Connect recently completed 12 weeks of basic tablet and internet skills training. Both classes were taught in Cantonese and were offered in partnership with Sunset Neighborhood Beacon Center. Read about the Sunset Connect program on the CTN blog.

THE CENSUS GOING ONLINE IN 2020

April 1, 2020 is Census Day and for the first time ever it will be available online. Read about the Census and how CTN will help people get counted on the blog.
Well Connected is a virtual community that provides activities, education, friendly conversation, and an assortment of classes and support groups for older adults. CTN and Well Connected have worked together for several years to help bridge the digital divide. Read about the partnership on the CTN blog.

I.T. Bookman Community Center is one of the over 20 SF Connected locations where CTN provides training. An 8-week basic digital skills class recently wrapped up. Read about CTN’s recent digital skills class at the center on the blog.

CTN IMPACT IN 2018
Last year CTN turned 10, updated its brand, had 13 staff, 263 volunteers, and 33 partners in two cities that provided 14,437 training sessions to over 1,100 people. Read about our impact in CTN's 2018 Annual Report.

JOIN OUR TRAINING TEAM

CTN is seeking both Cantonese and Spanish speaking Digital Literacy Instructors in San Francisco and the South Bay. Read about the job opportunities on the CTN website.